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EDITORIAL.
The Wellesley students are certainly liter-
ary. They have their societies at which they
read learned and carefully written papers upon
literature, art, politics, or the latest scientific
discoyery. They have their Literature classes,
where they give careful and critical study to
the best English poetry and prose. They have
their Rhetoric classes which call from them
debates and essays ;and they support a College
publication. The society papers are always
well written, and give evidence of careful, sys-
tematic thought. The Literature studies show
thorough and discriminating critical power.
The Rhetoric essays and debates are generally
of high merit. Yes, Wellesley is certainly
literary, and yet her College publication suffei's
deplorably from a lack of stories. Are heavy
schedrdes to account for this ? Or does the
Wellesley student disdain to employ her liter-
ary ability upon mere fiction whose only mission
is to please and entertain. But to write pleas-
ing and entertaining fiction is not a low aim, and
certainly not an easy one, yet it is something
to strive for. Fiction and sketch writing tend
to develop the imaginative powers and to
improve the litei'ary style of the writer quite as
much as a thesis or an essay, and yet here at
Wellesley we think we have time for only the
thesis and the essay.
Among seven hundred students there are
certainly many who have the ability to write
good stories and imaginative sketches, and yet
they keei^ their talent carefully wrapped in a
napkin, and deprive their fellow-students of
many a bright and dainty bit of imaginative
writing The Wellesley world enjoy.5 fiction.
The world of action outside our College walls
enjoys fiction, and in days to come, it will look
to the Wellesley women to contribute their
share toward supplying it with pure, wholesome
and entertaining literature. Wellesley of course
will contribute her share toward the world's
entertainment and instruction, and what better
place can she find for her first tentative liter-
ary work than in the columns of the Prelude.
As an encouragement to imaginative literary
work in our college, Mrs. Thalia Painter
Mason, of the Class of '82, has offered a prize
of •'110 for the best .story which shall appear in
the literary numbers of the Prelude, from
this time until Commencement. Tlierefore,
daughters of Wellesley, unroll that little talent
of yours from its naplcin, and write a story for
your College paper. Who knows but in the far
away future, when you have made a name for
yourself in the literary world, you will look
back gratefully to, your College paper in whose
columns your first little effort was printed, and
say, "I owe my success to the Prelude, for




Ll^CILE EATON HILL, DIRECTOR OF THE
GYMNASIUM, WELLESLEY COLLEGE.
Physical Training is receiving more attention
at the present day than ever before in the
history of our country. Atliletic Associations,
ball clubs, boat clubs, tennis clubs, etc., are
being formed in many to^yns and cities.
Colleges, schools and Christian Associations
are building expensive gymnasia and no educa-
tional institution is considered well equipped
without a department of Physical Training,
however poorly developed or unrecognized as a
powerful aid to other departments.
Physical Training, theoretically, is the
acquiring of a healthy, symmetrically developed
body : practically, it is right living in regard
to food, clothing, bathing, activity and rest.
" Activity " is re])resented by a system of
gymnastics or some form of out door sports or
games. The other four comj)Ouent parts of
physical training, though equally important to
the liealth of the body are, as a rule, unrecog-
nized by the average instructor in women's
gymnasia.
The term " gymnastics "' is generally ai%
cepted as meaning every exercise which has for
its object the developing and strengthening of
the physical powers, as walking, running,
fencing, riding, rowing, skating, dancing, etc.
In a more limited sense the word denotes the
modern so-called systems of liodily exercises
' of which twf) alone, the German and the
Swedish, can claim a I'ational arrangement of
])ure gymnastic movements arranged in pro-
gressive series according to physiological
laws.
"
In almost all European countries, physical
training is more thoroughly understood, better
and more widely organized than in America.
It receives just recognition by educational
authorities, the national jihysique I)eing greatlj'
influenced by the compulsory training received
by rhildren in all grades of jmblic schools.
We have no " American system" of gymnas-
tics, but it is prophesied that when such a
system comes, it will probably be an " eclectic
system combining the athletic elements found
in British and American sports, the pedagog-
ical principles and procedures of the Swedish
school gymnastics and certain features peculiar
to the popular gymnastics of the Germans. "
The German system has been introduced in-
to the public schools of many of our Western
towns and cities, owing to the influence of the
" Tui'nvereine " or gymnastic societies which
flourish in every German colony. Dr. E. M.
Hartwell reports 22,000 pupils in the gymnas-
tic schools maintained by the North Amerian
Turuerl)und or Gymnastic Association. The
corps of the instructors number 140, most of
whom were trained in the Normal school of the
Board and with whom no other body of
teachers can be compared for efficiency.
Owing to the lack of gymnastic societies
among Swedes and because they are less active
in pushing their methods of training, the
Swedish school gymnastics, have until two yea^s
ago gained little foothold in this countiy,
though extensively adt)pted by the schools and
colleges in England.
" Light Gymnastics " and " Calisthenics "
for girls in our Eastern jJrivate schools, pre-
paratory schools, and colleges, have been the
result of an impetus given to the subject by
Dr. Dio Lewis, who twentj^ years ago substi-
tuted wooden dunib-l>ells for the iron ones of
the Germans, and created a rage for beanbags,
small wooden rings, and other harmless imple-
ments. Owing to lack of money, a rational
system and trained teachers, the newly awak-
ened interest soon died out.
Aljout ten years ago women's colleges and
the larger schools who could att'oi'd to purchase
expensive ap})liances and employ specialists
introduced the Sargent developing machines
with the accom])anving pliysical examinations
and prescribed work.
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" The Sargent gyainastics are medical or
dietetic rather than educational in their aims
and results, since individual lacks and needs
are most considered, and none of the Sargent
machines with the exception of the chest
weight can be used for class purposes.
Dr. Sargents idea of scientifically directing
and controlling gymnastic and atliletic work, is
thoroughly admirable and practical, but the
etfect of the apparatus stops short of muscular
development in its highest sense, since by
means of pulley weights it is possible only to
enlarge and strengthen the muscles without
teaching skill and discrimination to the nerve
centres with which the muscles are connected,
and by which they are animated and con-
tracted.
The Sargent machines, then fail, to provide a
comjjlete system of physical training. Their
use promotes the healthy nutrition of muscles,
nerves and brain, but does not tend to develop
sleight or skill except in a rudimentary way ?"
(Dr. E. M. Hartwell.)
The gymnastics (?) in vogue today in the
average private and preparatory school for
girls are for obvious reasons without percepti-
ble benefit to the participants, and are exceed-
ingly stupid and unpopular.
We are indebted to the generosity and
public spirit of Mis. Hemenway for the recent
introduction of Swedish Educational Gymnas-
tics into the public schools of Boston, and the
establishing of a Girls' Normal school of
Physical Training just commencing a success-
ful second year. The advantages of the system
are so marked and the course of training so
thorough that the demand for graduates as
teachers cannot be met.
The Swedish system for some reasons is
lietter adapted to school purposes than the
German. The apparatus is simpler, cheaper,
and only necessary for the sake of variety,
skill, courage and special development ; educa-
tional results, strength and health, can be ob-
tained from the free movements alone.
The Swedish system is divided into five
branches, viz: Medical, Educational, Military,
and Aesthetical Gymnastics, and Sports and
Games.
In giving an outline of the Educational
Gymnastics, introduced this year into Welles-
ley College and Smith College, I shall quote
the following analysis as given in a treatise
entitled, " Gymnastic Progression " by Claes
Euebuske, Ph. D., of the Boston Normal
School of Gymnastics.
'
' The functions of the heart and lungs are
the fundamental functions of the body. It is
the aim of Swedish Educational Gymnastic to
develop these fundamental functions, and it
endeavors to attain this end by a series of
movements of the voluntary system, which
shall be so arranged and excluded as to bring
about a healthy response between the muscles
and the will.
It does not strive to develop physical special-
ists, but only to train the different organs of
the body in a manner that may serve the great
double purpose of promoting the efficiency of
the circulatory and respiratory functions, and
of increasino- the volitional control of the whole
body. Throughout the entire course the
Swedish system of gymnastics proceeds upon
the well-grounded theory that muscular strength
must follow as the necessary consequence of a
training, so carried on as to promote the health
and strength of these fundamental functions.
' The gymnastic day's order ' is
composed of a certain number of movements
succeeding each other in a well-defined order,
calculated to produce certain effects in a certain
succession, all these movements together being
designed to bring about a distinct hygienic and
educational result.
Students and brain-workers generally, from
the conditions of their lives, present a more or
less passive congestion, or tendency to such
congestion, of the brain and abdominal organs,
decreased respiration, and the mind tired from
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prolonged concentration. The first object of
the gymnastic drill must be to counteract these
evils, to relieve the brain and oppressed organs,
to reinstate a healthy respiration and circula-
tion, to tone up the body generally.
First ' order movements ' call attention to
that fundamental position and carriage best
suited to the physiological interests of the
body, from which all correct gymnastics start,
and to which they return before a relaxed
position of rest is resumed. Then a class
called ' leg-movements ' intended to draw the
blood in large quantities down towards the
lower extremities, thereby relieving the brain
and the oppressed organs. These also stimu-
late the general circulation. Next follow
movements called ' strain-hending and ' heave
movements ' which expand the chest and induce
deeper and more energetic res}3iration.
These results unite to form a favor-
able foundation for the following more specific
movements: 'Balance movements,' which
bring about a co-ordination of muscular con-
traction in all parts of the body, and by
demanding equilibrium in difficult jjositions,
train the sense of upright and graceful posture.
' Movements for the hack ' which correct
the carriage of the shoulderblades and back,
and by equalizing the strength of the muscles
on both sides of the veitebral column, counter-
act the faultj^ growth of the spine. ^ Move-
ments for abdomen and fore/part of the body'
which stimulates the abdominal organs by an
alteinating increase and decrease of the ab-
dominal pressure. These movements strength-
en the abdominal walls as do also the next,
called the ' alternate side m^jvements. ' These
last train the legitimate mobility of the ribs
and vertebrae and mechanically stimulate the
spinal nerves.
The movements mentioned above follow each
other in the ordei' named and are performed
with gradually increasing force, compelling
stronger and stronger action fi'oni the circula-
tory and respiratory organs, but never exceed-
ing a certain point, the test of which is a deep,
free undisturbed respiration during the move-
ments.
. . . By these movements the
system is prepared for the next following, \-iz
;
the more vigorous exercises of running and
jumping, which bring about a compoimd action
in all parts of the body, involving a high
degree of exertion during a short space of
time, where the highest demand is placed on
the heart and lungs, and the climax of training,
the co-ordination of muscular work, is reached.
After this culmination of the ' day's order
'
is reached, the accelerated action of the heart
must be nonnalized and the body prepared for
rest. This is accomplished by ' slow leg-move-
mejit ' accompanied by deep rythmic ' breath-
ing movements. ' "
We therefore see that the " Gymnastic day's
order " is a technical phrase that means more
than the ordinary time spent in gymnastic
exercises ; it is the " practical, distinctly formu-
lated expression of a clearly comprehended
idea, a practical application of a distinct
hygienic and educational line of thought.
"
Lucile Eaton Hill.
Instructor in Freshmen Bible. Miss X.
—
,
before we proceed further in the account of the
journey of the Israelites to Palestine, suppose
you refresh the minds of the class regarding
the location and bourdaries of the land of
their exile.
Miss X. On the north lay the Mediter-
ranean Sea : on the east, the Red Sea and
there was something else—oh, ws,—the Suez
Canal.
A Freshman, in giving an account of the
way in which Jacob obtained his brother's
birthright, remarked, '• Jacoli put on his fur
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CUPID IN A QUANDARY.
It was Saturday evening-, the one evening of
all the week when Mrs. Dunbar and her four
daughters had leisure time for a comfortable
chat in their very tiny, but very cosy front
parlor. As a usual thing on these rare occa-
sions the talk was animated and brisk, the room
resounded with merry laughter, and gayety was
the order of the evening. But to-night each
sank into her accustomed seat and relapsed into
silence, unbroken save by the rattle of dishes
in the dining-room, where Topsy, the dimiiui-
tive maid of all-work was " clarin-up." The
clatter died away as Topsy retired to the
kitchen, and still no one spoke. The spirited
singing of " Roll Jordan " and " Swing Low,
Sweet Chariot," served only as an accompani-
ment to the undoubtedly mournful thoughts of
the whole family.
It was a pleasant group to look upon, for
there was a certain healthy bloom about the
Dunbar girls that was very satisfying. Kate
asserted that this was produced by plain living
and judicious working, but Bess, who hated
both, always declared that they got their
good looks from a certain remote grandmother
who had been celebrated as a beauty in Revol-
utionary times. However it may have come
about, they were certainly fine looking girls,
these four, who with their mother had gone
bravely to work after the father's death, and
who had met with the success their resolute
efforts deserved. To be sure the success was
moderate, but as Julia had wisely said " We
should surely be contented, for have we not a
roof over our heads, clothes on our backs and
best of all, no bills ?"
Kate, tall and dignified, with a fine, clear-
cut face, the very pink of perfection at all
times, had turned her rather vague educatioii
at Madame Renad's Seminary to good ac-
count, and was teaching French and German
in the high school. Her work was not very
inspiring in itself, for she and the superinten-
dent disagreed as to methods, ard the result
was friction, but Kate put her whole heart into
it and succeeded in almost enjoying the dull
routine.
The next sister, Margaret, also tall and
dignified, with fair hair and a gentle, quiet
face, was the family musician, and at twenty-
two bade fair to make an unusually fine singer.
At present she was giving piano lessons to six
small girls, teaching a singing class and taking
the leading soprano part in the church they
attended.
A marked contrast to her fair sisters was
Julia. Dark curly hair and a pi-ofusiou of
dimples, big grey eyes and the prettiest figure
in the world, went to make the charming whole
of the family beauty. Almost a spoiled
beauty, but not quite, for Julia had waked up
and bad habits were slowly yielding to firm
and decided ciu'bing. She declared that art
was her forte, but alas, no one outside of the
family had agreed with her, and although the
house was littered with her Iteloved sketches,
they brought no remuneration : and at last she
had conquered her pride and accepted the
position of bookkeej)er in a stationer's store.
And now lest your patience desert you we
must give but a minute to Bess, the nonde"
script. Neither fair nor dark but just in
between, a round little face redeemed from
entire homeliness by bright eyes, a saucy nose,
a smiling mouth and steady chin, a fly-a-way
look that was her chief characteristic, this was
Bess, the happy-go-lucky member of the
family. How she ever quieted down long-
enough to take care of the score of mischiev-
ous children at the Kindergarten where she
was assistant, was a mystery no one could
fathom, but successful she must have been, for
her pupils were her devoted slaves, and the
principal declared she had found a treasure.
The little 'mother stayed at home and was
housekeeper, dressmaker, and kind of general
reserve friend for the family to draw upon
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The flock on the mantel tieked away a half
hour or more and at last the silence was brok(in.
By Bess of course. They had all been won-
dering how she had managed to keep still for
such a length of time, and so it was Bess who
roused them all by saying :
" Well, I vote to have him come. On the
whole I should not wonder if it would be great
fun ? He's sure to fall in love with Jule."
" Oh, Bess ! what nonsense ! He's more
likely to take you to task for being so frivol-
ous. Young ministers always do," said Julia
lazilj'.
" I don't care," retorted Bess, " and besides,
he's only a divinity student, anyway.'"
•'Well, my dear girls, let me hear from you
all. While I do not wish to bring a stranger
into my family, still his mother was my best
friend and she is anxious that he shoidd have
a pleasant, homey place to board. Besides, if
he comes you can all have new winter gowns
to say nothing of lots of little luxuries we
might indulge in. Do just as you please about
it however."
* If new gowns are involved I vote with
Bess. The man must come," said Julia.
" And you, Kate," said Mrs. Dunbar, ap-
pealing as she always did to her eldest
daughter.
" Mother, if it means easier times and less
worry, I would say let hiai come,'" returned
Kate slowly.
•' And I too,"' said Margaret. I think it is
almost a duty to oblige Mrs. Hastings and
give her son a home while here in a strange
city. But, oh dear, for the quiet evenings we
have had here together."
At this fatal suggestion they all sighed, and
fearing lest the blues should attack them Mar-
garet was called upon foi' music, and song
followed song until eleven, when the little
parlor was deserted and quiet fell upon the
liouse.
Three weeks passed away and the stranger
was within their midst. Eichard Hastings
had come and had found a home \vith the
Dunbars. A pleasant, manly fellow, quiet,
good-looking and not at all stupid, he soon be
came a favorite with the girls, and all found
themselves liking him immensely before a
week had elapsed. " He's not at all like a
minister, he actually wears a cut away coat,"
said Bess, " and I know I shall like him," she
added reflectively.
So all was serene, that is apparently so, for
there was one person in the little household
who was considerably ruffled. This jjerson
was none other than Richard Hastings himself.
Shortly before leaving for the city, he had had
a long talk with his mother, in which she had
told him that from all accounts the Dunbar
girls were both sensible and pleasant, and in-
timated her desire that Richard should place
his future happiness in the hands of one of
them. " You are old enough," she had said,
" with money of your own, and all young-
ministers should be married. From what I
he X Kate is eminently fitted for the duties
which would devolve upon her, but either Mar-
garet or Julia would do. There is another, but
she is out of the question, being far too young
for such a responsible position.
"
With this parting talk still fresh in his
memory, Mr. Hastings found himself regard-
ing these four damsels with peculiar interest.
AVhicli should it be ? That was most decidedly
the question. He admired Kate's dignity of
manner, her self-possession and ease : and
thought her the very girl for a minister's wife.
What an immense amount ] of assistance she
could oive him in missionarv meetings and
work among the poor I She coidd be a help-
meet in more than name.
But what about Margaret. Surely her
musical talent would be of great service. He
might be sent to some little country parish
where the singing was poor, and — " music
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hath charms," lie added to himself. Then too,
she was so domestic, so quiet and charming in
manner. Margaret would certainly he all that
could be desired. But he must be careful.
Might not Julia be the most suited to him?
No one could deny that she was very beautiful
practical too withal, and most fascinating.
AVhat a charming home she would make for
some one with her artistic taste, and she her-
self would be the most exquisite thing in it.
Truly from an artistic point of view Julia
would be perfect ; if only— "
That was just it. The ubiquitous if met
him everywhere. The truth of the matter was
that he respected Kate, he admired Julia and
he liked Margaret, but which one did he or
could he love? Richard Hastings did not
know, and any one who had answered this
question, would have been his creditor for
life. Bess, of course, was out of the ques-
tion, being, as his mother had said, entirely
too young and much too whimsical and care-
less. So he decided, but strange to say, it was
Bess he thought of oftenest and whose bright,
sparkling chatter was pleasanter to him than
Kate's sensible conversation, Margaret's sing-
ing or Julia's beauty. If our hero had but
known it, he was treading on ground that was
very treacherous for ministerial feet.
The matter remained in this unsettled con-
dition for some time, and the year was almost
around when Mr. Hastings proceeded to in-
quire once again into his state of mind. It
was a beautiful spring morning and everything
was bright and cheerful except this perj)lexed
young man. His brow was puckered, his face
solemn, and he thought long and seriously.
When he rose he was heard to say slowly and
with decision, " Well, I'm as uncertain as I
ever was. W^hen Kate talks books and politics
I'm in love with her : Margaret's singing-
makes me lose my head ; and when Julia
exerts herself she brings me to her feet in-
stantly. All I've got to say is that this inde-
cision must be stopped ; today must decide the
whole matter." Once a queer little thought
crossed his mind unexpectedly, " I wonder
what Miss Bessie would say," but he stifled it
and went resolutely down to breakfast.
Once seated in the svinny little room his
brow cleared and he was soon deep in a dis-
cussion of the ' Silver Bill ' with Kate.
" After all," he thought, •' there's nothing like
a sensible, intelligent wife, therefore why not
Miss Dunbar." Kate was in earnest and
talked unusually well, defending her position
with so much skill, that by the time they left
the table Mr. Hastings was lost in respeetfid
admiration of her ability in argimient. So
he lingered in the hall and after she had fin-
ished her last sentence he cleared his throat
and began with much decision.
" My dear Miss Dunbar, you cannot imagine
how much I aduiire your unusual ability. You
should have a wider sphere for work. Do
you think of accepting an offer," ahem -^
It was that little cough that saved Richard
Hastings, for just at this point the door bell
rang and Topsy announced, " There's a man
wants to see you. Miss Kate," and Kate never
once dreaming what had been in Mr. Hasting's
mind, hurried to the door.
And what of our hero at this interesting
juncture. It must be confessed that he experi-
enced a feeling much akin to relief, when
Topsy had nipped his extremely orthodox pro-
posal in the bud. He realized also, that this
was far from being lover-like, and, after a mo-
ment's reflection, decided that after all JCate
was not the Miss Dunbar he was in love with:
therefore it must be Margaret. Musing
thoughtfully over the turn affaiis had taken,
he donned hat and coat and strolled down
street to the Seminary building.
In the heat of a learned discussion on the
doctrine of future probation he forgot the
little episode of the morning and it did not
again enter his mind till noon, when the first
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thing that greeted him upon his return for
dinner was the sound of Margaret's voice
singing Tosti's familiar "Good bye, Summer.'
He remembered that he had tokl her that it
was his favorite song and it seemed as if she
were singing directly to him. Here was the
very opportunity he wanted and he hastened
to the piano and stood by her side 'till she had
finished.
A moment more and this misguided youth
would have paid dearly for his folly for " My
dear Margaret " was just trembling on his lips
when Mrs. Dunbar entered to ask her daugh-
ter's help in a matter of domestic economy,
and the second time Richard Hastings was left
alone to meditate upon the truth of the old
proverb, "There's many a slip twixt the cup
and the lip." This time he was cross, unrea-
sonably and foolishly cross, and sat moodily
aAVaiting the summons to dinner until Bess
came in from school. At sight of her his ill
humor vanished and in a wonderfully short
time, he was feeling luuch consoled. " After
all," he thought, " is this the way a fellow
would feel if he were in love. From all I
hear he ought to hate the sight of any other
girl, and I must confess I'm very far from
hating the sight of Miss Bessie. What a
splendid girl she is, always so bright and
cheerful."
Take care, Mr. Hastings, these signs are
ominous
!
With his plans twice frustrated it would be
most natural to suppose that this bewildered
young man would have learned a needed
lesson. But earnest iu his desire to please his
mother and deceived by his really sincere ad
miration of these three young ladies into think-
ing it a species of love, he decided to try his
fate once again, and this time he thought, suc-
cess must surely await him.
And indeed who could resist Julia's beauty ?
Beaming and radiant as the spring itself she
seemed as Richai-d oveitook her on her way
home from the office. It is no great wonder
that he lost his head and imagined himself in
love for the third time on that eventful day.
So he chatted more gayly than was his wont on
various matters of mutual interest, and soon
wi-ought liimself up into quite a sentimental
mood. Consequently it was with much feeling
that he undertook his third proposal, and in a
voice that shook a little, he began :
'• Miss Julia, will you allow me to tell you of
something that has been in my mind for some
time ? " and then if Richard Hastings had not
been a minister he migrht have used strono-
language, for right at this point, a tall young
man stepped up to Julia, removed his hat and
in a moment was being introiiuced as Mr.
Freeman, while Julia said with a charming
smile, " You may tell me that interesting some-
thing at another time, Mr. Hastings.'"
" At another time," the words kept repeating
themselves in Richard's mind as he walked
home with the offending Mr. Freeman and his
charming companion, saying never a word, but
pondering deeply. No, he did not think he
would tell her at another time. Julia, devot-
ing herself to that idiob at her side, was very
different from the Julia who had devoted her-
self exclusively to him. It hurt his pride also
to see that she was much more animated with
Mr. Freeman than she ever was with him, and
his final conclusion when he arrived at the
door-step was something veiy like that of the
poet, who said :
"If she be not so to me,
What care I how fair she be.''"
Richard Hastings was certainly in a quan.
dary that evening and the girls wondered greatly
at his evident abstraction. They chatted away
as usual at the tea-table, to rather dull ears it
must be confessed, for nothing roused Mr.
Hastino's and not a word did he Titter for someo
time when he startled them all by coming out
of his reverie and saying.
"Mrs. Dunbar, I cannot tell you how i-eallv
mournful I feel to think that next week I shall
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leave for home. The Seminary closes then
and I shall take a place as assistant pastor for
the summer. You have all been so good to
me. I can never thank you enough."
What was the matter with Bess ? She sat
still and quiet and pale as a ghost, while the
rest were politely regretting his departure.
Could it be that she did not care ? The very
tliought gave him a queer pain in the region
of that much abused organ, the heart.
" How I shall miss you all," he continued.
He said " all " but he thought only of Bess
and he did not like the idea of a summer spent
far from her. He kept on thinking of the
forlornness of a vacation without hei', all dur-
ing the meal, and then, as they separated,
started to his room for a quiet evening over
his books, feeling but little disposed to work.
But who was that on the staircase ? Bess,
surely, and showing unmistakable signs of
having been crying. There was something the
matter again with his troublesome heart, for,
almost before he knew it, Bess was in his arms
aind he was talking more arrant nonsense than
he had dreamed himself capable of.
Oh, Richard Hastings, no clearing of throat
and judicious choosing of words in this love
affair. Poor, stupid man, it had taken him
all this while to find out from what direction
Cupid's shaft had been aimed. Alas for
maternal advice ! Alas for his own well laid
plans, where were they then ? Evidently he
was well content at last, for they sat on the
top stair looking happy as "cherubin and
seraphin," to quote Topsy, and entirely forget-
ful of the everything but each other, till Bess,
a sudden thought striking her, said :
" And now, Richard, you will not go away
next week, will you ? " To. which he responded
most fervently.




In taking uj) the works of Beaumont and
Fletcher, two general courses are open to u.s,
as indeed in every literary study. We may
read their dramas and enjoy them, or we may
dissect and destroy them. Modern ciiticism
is doing its best to separate the names of Beau-
mont and Fletcher. The present world, whose
marvellous microscopes detect wliich patches
of the paintings of Madonnas were done by
Raphael and which by his master Perugino, and
whose almost superhuman insight has discov-
ered that the Aovvm OryanKvi and Hamlet
breathe the same spirit, now turns its eagle
eye on these two names which have stood to-
gether since 1600. Its general tendency is to
obscure the name of Beaumont and glorify the
name of Fletcher, making the former a critic,
and only the latter a genius.
It may be, as we are told on the one hand,
interesting and desirable to separate tlie two
men ; it may be, as others maintain, destruc-
tive to their glory and deadening to their art
to tear them asunder. Whether the additional
information given to the scientific aspect of
literature will compensate for the loss of the
poetic charm, which vanishes mysteriously at
the touch of such literary chemistry, is a ques-
tion to be decided by each individual alone.
The literary student, whose mind is a dissecting
laboratory where dramas and sonnets furnish the
materials for chemical experiments, will not
notice the escape of that divine something
which gives the entire value of the poem to the
lover of literature. On the other hand, the
fact that in the plays there are two men, two
natures, two writers, is lost to the lover of lit-
erature in the fact that there is but one
genius.
The critics tell us thaD Fletcher has but lit-
tle humor, his lighter side being shown in fun
and comic situations ; that Beaiiraont employs a
rather richly ornamental rhetoric and yet re-
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tains a simple dignity : that consequently where
humor is, Fletcher is not, and Beaumont must
be ; where fun is, Fletcher is, therefore Beau-
mont cannot be : where a simple or a gorgeous
style prevails. Beaumont /s, provided there is
nothing comic, which would indicate Fletcher,
and again banish Beaumont.
On the whole these results seem a trifle com-
plicated, and not too enlightening, so we turn
in despair to see what has been produced by
the two men, whom the physiologist insists up-
on separating, but whom we must recognize to
be triumphantly and eternally joined by the
bond of one common inspiration.
The greatest tragedies produced by Beau-
mont and Fletcher are The Maid's Tragedy
and Phllaster. The plot of the former is fur-
nished by the love of the King for a noble
lady, Evadne, and his desire to protect his il-
licit union with her by foiining a marriage be-
tween the lady and a loyal follower of the
King, Amintor. Amintor, in obedience to the
King, marries Evadne, although he is be-
trothed to a fair lady, Aspatia, whom he re-
grets, and who herself
"Walks discontented, with her watery eyes
Bent on the earth. The unfiequeuted woods
Are her delight, and when she sees a bank
Stuck full of flowers, she with a sigh will tell
Her servants what a pretty place it were
To burv lovers in, and make her maids
Pluck 'em, and strew her over like a corse."
Evadne, who says frankly to the King : " If
your fortune should throw you from this
height, I bade you ti-ust I would forsake you,
and would bend to him that won your throne.
I love with my ambition, not my eyes,'" and
who calls herself, " a tiger, anything that
knows not pity," explains to her husband,
Amintor, on their wedding-night, in terms of
brutal unconcern, the conditions of their mar-
liage. Amintor, after doubting first her se-
riousness and then her sanity, until there is no
escape from the truth, submits to the will of
the King in these words :
''Oh ! Thou hast named a word that wipes
avvav
All thoughts revengeful : in that sacred word
7/^6' Kin^ there lies a teri'or. What frail man
Dares lift his hand against it.' Let the gods
Speak to him when they please : till when let us
sufter and wait."
The secret is discovered, however, by Melin-
thus, brother of Evadne, and by him Evadne
is reproached until she is roused to murder the
King.
The plot of PhUaster is less powerful, al-
though the individual passages are finer.
Euphrasia, the heroine, follows her beloved in
the disguise of a page, defends him in times of
distress, obtains for him the woman he loves, a
princess, and serves the two meekly and con-
tentedly all the days of their wedded life. And
the princess has no jealousy, no fear lest this
devotion win Philaster, but .says: •"Come live
with nie : live free as I do. She that loves
my loi'd, curst be the wife that hates her ! "
Not much wonder that the French Taine, in
criticising the play, exclaims : " What notion
of love have they in this comitry I "'
The best comedies are A King and, JVo
King and The Faithful Shepherdess. In the
the former the character of chief interest is
Bessus, who may be in some ways comj)ared
with Falstaff. He is an arrant coward, and his
entanglements light up the entire play. A deeply
serious plot runs through this comedy, and
also through The Faithful Shepherdess. All
the plots turn on love: thei'e are pages and pages
of the most violent love-making in every play,
and the display of virtue seems impossible, both
to men and to women, except in heroic devo-
tion to noble love,' or stern resistance to unlaw-
ful passion. As to the working out of the
plot, the virtuous are properly rewarded, and
the vicious, unless they reform and go into
convents, usually commit suicide.
The characters are generally strong and at-
tractive, but in many instances inconsistent.
The repentance of Evadne in The Maid's
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Tragedy is hai-dly in keeping with the rest of
hei' career. At first she is a perfect demon, re-
lentless as Lady Macbeth, as calm in her
knowledge of her own villiany as lago ; and
suddenly, at a few words of remonstrance from
her brother, she begins to talk of her lost vir-
tue, murders the King, and devotes herself to
charitable pursuits. In The Faithful Shej)-
her'dcss, the plot of which is shown in the title,
the rival shepherdess, who stirs up wrath be-
tween the lovers until the two bid fair to part
forever and fulfil her highest hopes, instead of
glorifying in the success of her deep-laid
schemes, unexpectedly walks in on the es-
tranged pair, and joins their hands and hearts
with the information that she has deceived
them and is alone to blame.
The virtuous women lack tone, and the
Faithful Shepherdess, who " is of so pure an
honesty to think, because she will not, none will
lie," would be beaten to death without utter-
ing a complaint, mildly telling her lover to
" be constant to the one who loves him next,"
were it not for the timely interference of the
lapsed villain, her rival. In The King and
No King, too, an affectionate, all-enduring and
unendurable woman di-oojjs around helplessly
while her beloved devotes himself to another
lady. Aspatia, in The Maid's Tragedy, who
is deserted for Evadne, has at least the energy
to have herself killed. Her little song is pa-
thetically like Ophelia
:
"Lay a garland on my hearse
Of the dismal yevv' :
Maidens, willow-branches bear
;
Say I died true.
My love was false, but I was firm
From my hour of birth :
Upon my buried body lie
Lightly, gentle eaith."
Much has been said aliout the coarseness
and low tone of Beaumont and Fletcher, but
the chief criticisms should not be on their in-
decency, which is not always inexcusable, es-
pecially as the immoral characters are severely
dealt with,' and many passages occur recom-
mending the highest virtue. There is a more
serious fault in the dramas. They lack the
highest—the sublime, the terrible, the magnifi-
cent even in sin—and in spite of their grace,
their gayety, their sweetness, they are not far
from the region of the commonplace. Cruelty
revenge, lust, are not dealt with daringly, but
are modified and weakened until they are noj-
worth the name. There is no attempt to solve
great problems,there is no conception of the vast-
ness and awfulness of sin, anymore than of the
sublimity and giorioi sness of virtue. We are
charmed, entertained, amused, but not uplifted,
inspired, exalted. Beaiunont and Fletcher
could never makes us believe the impossible,
—
they never could disarm us of our common-
sense and reason—they nevei' could transport
us into their created world of fancy, beyond the
grasp of fact and convention. Their province
is to entertain, not to connnand ; to please, not
to inspire; to delight us hy the way, not to lead
us on to new realms. Their large number of
plays, of which they have written twice as
much as any one author, furnish us variety-,
beauty, wit, and some strength ; they give us no
answers to the great questions of life, they stir
us to no profound thought. They are emi-
nently artistic, pre-eminently unpsychological.
Agnes Sinclair Holbrook, '92.
A sprightly young American woman was
crossing the Atlantic*. Among her fellow
passengers was a gentleman whose name was
MacDuff. One morning as they came upon
deck the following dialogue took place
:
She. All hail, Macbeth.
He. My name isn't Macbeth.
She restrained her laughter and soon after
was conversing with a friend of the MacDuff.
She. What do you think, Mr. ? I said
to Mr. McDuff this morning, ' All hail, Mac-
beth, ' and he said, " My name isn't Macbeth. '"
Mr. Well it isnt.
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IMPERFECT.
The sweetest song that e'er was sung
Lacks some sweet note in the singing.
The happiest chimes that e'er were rung
Lose some glad joy in the ringing.
The fairest rose that the showers unfold
Within bears a crumpled leaf.
The gayest story that e'er was told
Has an undertone of grief.
The noblest life which man may lead
Falls short of the perfect living.
The greatest gift, by love decreed,
Lacks something still in the giving.
Oh sweet, sweet song.
Oh, wondrous rose,
Oh, life to thyself most true,
Li the perfect love
Of God's great Above
Ye shall be perfect too.
/• P- S. '93-
RICH FOLKS AND POOR FOLKS.
If I had not visited my washerwoman that
afternoon, I should have missed some of the
sweetest and saddest lessons of my life. Her
oreat, patient eyes had remained in my memory
and prompted me to carry her a friendly word.
With some fruit in my hand for lier little
boy, 1 knocked at the dreary little shanty, only
to learn from a neighbor that she had moved
to another street. Now, just here I came near
losing it all. The natural thing was to give up
and go home—but those eyes ! At the time I
thanked them for it all, but I have since sus-
pected that God. who made the eyes, had a
hand in it. too.
Those eyes drew me all the way to the other
shanty, only a little less dreary, tucked in be-
hind a beautiful house which was oblivious of
its existence. Here I found her. The eyes
were larger and sadder still, but they smiled
on me, as she greeted me with her sweet Nor-
wegian accent.
Small Georgie grasped the fruit witli de-
light, but his mother said very gently : "Now,
Georgie, you couldn't eat that fruit, could you,
when that poor sick boy upstairs has noth-
ing?"
_
The little boy's eyes said : " Yes, mother, I
could, just as easy ; " but his dear little feet
ran upstairs and, as I supposed, the fruit was
laid, a willing sacrifice, beside some sick boy's
bed.
Again I was in danger of missing all ; for it
was only at the moment of leaving, after
promising some more fruit to the generous little
fellow, that I hesitatingly asked : " Who is the
sick boy ? Could I go up to see him ? "
"Oh, will you ? " she said.
I could not imderstand her eagerness, but
when I saw the boy, I understood.
Here he was—one for whom literally nothing
was j)repared. Shall I ever cease to wonder
that in any place there coidd be found one
whose misery had escaped every eye but God's,
or to thank Him, that at last he let me find
him ?
A misshapen boy, so wasted away that it
was difficult to judge his age, lay in a tiny
room bereft of both air and light, dying of
scrofulous consumption. He looked up at the
stranger's face seeming to say. " W^ho is this ?
.
I thought God and every one else had for-
gotten.
"
He was alone. Courage came to stay a few
moments and talk with him.
" Never mind about me, " he said several
times " You're very kind, but I'm an inciir-
ahle.
Each time that word souiided like a knell,
and I realized how one and another had re-
peated it in his presence until it had eaten into
his very soid.
" Mother and I are all. and she can"t leave
me to work, now I'm so bad, and "—-but he
was too weak to talk moi'e. And just then the
mother came in—a good woman—that was
plain at a glance, with kind eyes ; but a moi'e
baffled, tired-out look, thank God, one seldom
sees.
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It is no wonder that, half-ci-azed with her
coming loss, she coukl not care properly for the
boy, even had the poor little room held fire,
food and all things necessary, which it evident-
ly did not.
She was plainly unused to telling " her
story, " and I could not press it. All that was
learned that day was that John was a good boy
and had supported her until he was taken sick
;
and that now, she, who used to live comfort-
ably and help her neighbors, had come to this.
He had been sick a year : they had only lately
moved to that street, and I was the only lady
who had ever been to visit her in her trouble.
Her tearful " God bless you ! " moved me to
ask if I could come again and try " in His
Name '" to aid her: just as she, when she could
do so, used to help her neighbors : and she
gladly consented.
The washerwoman downstairs told more, and
little by little that pitiful life has been un-
folded in such a way that it is clear God means
its teachings to be passed along.
As my washerwoman gew eloquent with the
story of the woes of that poor life upstairs and
her unavailing efforts to interest the " rich
folks " in him, she seemed to grow almost
beautiful.
" He has suffered everything, that poor boy
has, and no wonder he thinks the world is
horrible and wan ts to get out of it ! He's a
bright boy, too, a scholar, can write and read
beautiful, and used to earn a good living in a
big business place down town. After his
father was killed he supported his mother all
alone. He was just her darling, and then he
was took sick— he wasn't never strong—and
they took him to a hospital. There was a
bit of money then left from what the railroad
paid them for killing the father, but it mostly
went for operations. His board there was
sev^n dollars a week besides. And then the
meanest thing happened (and her big eyes
blazed with wrath), the great surgeon who
operated on him wouldn't take no more notice
of him when the money give out.
" Pretty soon they had a chance to get rid of
him altogether because he had only one dollar
left. He asked for s me breakfast before he
started ; they charged him one dollar for the
breakfast, and he had no money for the car,
and had to walk all the way home. Of course,
that almost killed him. Then after he was a
long time at home and got very bad, they took
him to a religious hospital that's free ; but he
wasn't never happy there. The, nurses ob-
jected to him. Nobody wanted to dress his
head. They wouldn't do it only every other
day, and he suffered awful, and then they re-
fused to do it at all. They said it wasn't fair
to ask anybody to do anything so horrid. And
after awhile he was sent away from there be-
cause he was incurable.
" Since then, he's lain there longing to die,
and the mother hasn't a cent even to get the
dressing for that ulcer on his face. Her rent
is paid by some relation, almost as bad off as,
she is herself. The Catholic Church used to
give them a dollar a week, but has sent word
now it can only be a dollar every other week.
With only a dollar every other week, ma'am,
you see it's hard to make the ends meet. I
give them fifty cents whenever I can, but vt^e
ain't rich, " she said, as she glanced round the
poor room which was better than the one above
it only because it had a fire.
"I got her to come here over me," her
narrative flowed on, " so that the rent would
be cheaper, and I try—^oh, how I try ! to get
the people where I wash to help him ; but they
can't listen, these rich people ; it doesn't get
into their hearts ; they don't even understand
what we're talking about. "
Right then a heaven-sent thought winged its
way into my heart, and I hurried upstairs to
ask John where he had worked. He men-
tioned, with some pride, a large business house
down town where he had held a humble posi-
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tion, and added tliat they had always been
kind to him, but they did not know now where
he was.
On the wings of that thought I flew to the
firm : and though it seemed ahnost a liopeless
errand to look for anything called kindness in
that rushing, busy estaldishment, I asked for
the foreman, and told him about John very
.simply, just as the washerwoman had told me.
Instead of the usual, "We'd be very happy
to help, of course, but we have so many calls,
that reall}^ we are very sorry we can't, " I was
gladdened with a real sympathy, shown in face
and manner. He called others : a man was
excused from work to go to see the boy. The
foreman gave liberally to start a purse among
the boys, and most cordially thanked me for
comino- to them : and the man who had been
commissioned to see the boy added, ''and God
will Idess you for your kindness.
"
They chose the right man—a man with a
family and with a kind heart ; for when he
stood beside the boy's bed, the washerwoman
told me, he wept at the sight. He brought ten
dollars for their immediate needs, and the
piomise of more ; but, best of all, he told the
dying boy that they all remembered and liked
him down there, that they had held his place
for him three months, hoping he would return,
and were sorry to lose track of him ; and if he
had only let them know before he should never
have suffered so. Afterward he came several
times and brought generous gifts of money.
The next time I saw poor John his face was
radiant. A changed soul looked out of his
eyes.
"A lady came, too," he said, '" out of the
pasting' department, and she was so kind.
And that good man who came said every boy
in the place, even the little boys who wrap up
packages and have such veiy small pay, gave
something, and they sent kind words to me. "
How evident that, destitute as he was of all
things, the kind words, the knowledge that he
had been remembered lovingly, were more ti>
him than money.
It is not only the poor who help the poor,
after all. Kich and poor had joined in this
beautiful ministry. In this one little life the
inhumanity and the humanity meet and touch ;
the contrast startles. All the business men of
large cities are not too luisy to be kind. That
was one of the lessons I learned.
This refreshing look upon the kind side of
the world emboldened me to seek a doctor who
would come to my poor boy. Here, again, the
washerwoman helped me out.
" Dr. M. will go. I take her washing. She
would come, I know. "'
Dr. M. was away, but the lady who came to
the door said, '" My sister is a doctor and will
go with you.
"
She came, a delicate looking young lady,
only just graduated ; and as she put aside the
bandages from the dreadful sore and dressed it
as gently and skillfully as if she were waiting
upon a prince, I thought of those nurses who
felt it too vile to touch. She left, the mother
said afterward, some money for medicine, and
intei'ested in him the oldei' doctor, who now
calls often, always leaving behind her some
gift f(n- her patient's comfort, and supplying
iodoform and sleei^ing powders constantly.
It seems now like a fairy tale—that sad,
glad life. To tell all the little kindnesses that
blossomed around it would make a book.
What interesting characters have been re-
vealed ! A little new world of friends is
opened, aU my own. There's the florist, who
picked out his best fifteen-cent General Jacque-
minot rose to send to him ; the lady, who made
him a little pudding ; the store-keeper, who
sold some flannels at half-price ; the boy
friend, who has a salary of five dollars a week,
and gave four dollars to buy coal for them
;
the lady, who sent him a rose each day for
four days; and last and least, the "rich
folks, " whom Mrs. Washerwoman's " con-
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tinual coming" finally wearied into sending
some sheets and a coverlid for his bed. All the
givers have been helped as much as the boy
himself. And oh, the dear talks I've had with
my washerwoman ! though I'm always uncom-
fortable when she gives me the one chair and
sits on the edge of a tub fidl of clothes.
It's best when she's irouing, when we drift cff
into talks about life. What a character reader
she is ! Life from the washerwoman's stand-
point is—somehow—very different and instruc-
tive.
We have the same friends in the city, only
she goes in at the back door to see them, and I
at the front.
The other day she was gathering courage to
beseech one of her richest patrons for some
sheets, so that the boy's bed might be " made
up clean once before he dies. "
"Now Mrs. X. is jerky, " she said, in her
funny way. " Sometimes she's ever so kind,
when she thinks of it, but mostly not think-
ing. "
_
Once this same "jerky" Mrs. X. was hiring
the boy's mother for a half day while Mrs.
Washerwoman cared for him.
" Wont she give her something extra to-
day, " I asked, "' now you have told her all
about it ? "
" Oh no, not unless it's one of the days when
she thinks. The last time, long ago, when she
went there to work, she went, I told Mrs. X.,
just to get money to bixy a pair of shoes.
Mrs. X. had hei' go somewhere else to get her
dinner, and forgot to give her money to pay
for it. She kept her, too, until after seven
o'clock : so that it was too late for her to buy
the shoes, and I had to put fifty cents with her
day's pay to help her get them.
" Mrs. Z. is different, but just as hopeless.
I met her one time as I was carrying home her
clothes, and got up courage to tell her about
the boy, (oh, I've said it over and over so many
times that I'm tired of the very words !) and I
asked her to give me something for him. She
listened very kindly, and said she had many
people in lier own church to care for, but she
would see. I always know what that means ;
she never saw. But then, she's had much
sorrow. Rich folks have sorrow, too. "
In speaking of another mutual friend of ours
she said, " Now she boards—such an easy life
with nothing to do. I've asked her over and
over again to come and see the boy. She
always says, ' Indeed. I will I ' but never comes.
I mustn't judge : it's all because they can not
understand.
And so I get the " rich folks " analyzed by
this poor soul, grown rich by loving and serv-
ing. AVhom do I envy, the analyze?' or the
analyzed ? To-day she touched a deep truth.
" It was only when I gave up the struggle in
despair that God took it into His own hands
and sent some one I never thought of to help. "
She is learning hrr lessons, too.
Every day I go to see my boy. He is going
out of life happy, having been convinced in its
last moments that there is kindness in the world.
His first question one day was, " How is that
other boy you told me about, that had the
broken collar bone ? '"
Another day I turned over a new leaf of the
scrij)ture roll, which hangs upon the wall,
always with a fresh rose above it. "The
verses are like the roses," he says in his simple
way. He read aloud the precious words : " In
my Father's house are many mansions. I go
to pi'epare a place for you." " I ain't scared
to die, " he said, and his pain-distorted face
tried to smile, "only life is sweet, (yes, sweet
now, since he found out that God and people
loved him) and mother feels so bad to have me
go. " And then we talked of the place pre-
pared, wondering if he was almost prepared
for it, and I told him he must not be surprised
if the Lord Jesus should come for him very
soon.
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The some-day when I must say good-bye to
tlie suffering one came sooner than we thought.
In those last days he would summon his
small remaining strength to place his hand in
mine, and to the very end his grateful smile
never failed.
The washer\v(jman and I will always be glad
that he did not leave us with his one foolish
little vagary about the wild duck unsatisfied.
Poor sick folks have notions just as rich ones
do, did you know it? And our John, too sick
to eat anything, to weak too make sensible re-
quests, plead with his mother for a wild duck.
We waited for the sick fancy to subside, but
he would not forget ; so at last the mother,
sure that she ought not to use tl e money so,
but longing to satisfy any craving of her be-
loved bov, went to ask the price of the coveted
wild duck. Slie returned in tears, her mother-
heart wounded sore l)ecause the butcher had
scalded her for asking the price of such things
as were not for poor folks : and when we saw
the tears we resolved.
Now, wise workers among the poor, think us
very foolish if you will : but of all foolish
things I ever had a hand in, there is none I
regret less than the wild duck.
The next day a tiny duck, roasted by the
washerwyman, laid on a dainty plate, decorated
with a bit of jelly and three carnation pinks,
the ottering of small Georgie, was sent ujx a
surprise to John: and though he could only
taste it, he had had his wish and the mother's
satisfaction was intense. All other gifts of
elothing, coal and necessary food, strange as it
may seem, were out-done in her eyes by this
gratification of her boy's foolish whim. There
are sermons in stones and running brooks.
Why' not in ducks '!
There is a keen pleasure to every loving-
heart in granting the least re(piest, however
foolish, of their loved and dying. Poor people
in their struggle for the necessities must miss
that pleasui'c. Is it so strange that this poor
mother should be thus touched by our recogni-
tion of her great and natural longing, and
should the better belijeve in the reality of our
sympathy '! Our sympathy had out-leaped
reason. We were extravagant for her boJ^
Our kindness was no longei' a vague something
which she could scarcely understand, it being-
some people's business, perhaps, to be kind
;
but it had become a living, practical, substan-
tial entity. We gave her Ijoy wild duck, and
her loyal love was ours forever more.
Since then I take with me to the lonely
women in the basements, not always a tract,
but sometimes a rose to set beside the ironing-
table ; not a practical gift, "' suitable for the
poor, " but a fragile, perishable gift, such as
we give to rich friends : and oftentiuies it goes
before, preaching the sei-mon which prepares
the heai-t for next day's prayer and benedic-
tion.
Poverty-worn hearts love to forget their
drudgery for a moment, as they look into the
face of a flower, or the pages of some bright
story-book, and remember that some one loved
them enough to bring them a 2)ure and simple
pleasure just for its own sake; and it is easy
afterward to lead their thought still further on
to the dear Father, ' Giver of every good and
perfect gift. "
There was once a man in tlie Christian
Conunission service who rode many weary
miles to get a dying soldier a pickle. I always
loved him for that. If no one else does, he
will understand the sermon of the wild duck.
Only a few days after the wild duck surprise
party, John asked for a pencil and paper, and
wrote his small, pathetic last will and testa-
ment, bequeathing his choicest earthly posses-
sions to a friend, who in these last days sud-
denly appeared to help lift him, and who had
l)een very kind.
" Pat, you shall have my new slippers and
my white shirt "—that was all. The new
slippers were his particular piide, presented by
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a lady not long before his death ; and on days
when he could sit np. liis first question to any
visitor had been :* •' How do you like my new
slippers ? " The white shirt was the only one
he ever had. If he had been conferring a
kingdom on Pat, he could not have done it
more impressively.
One Sunday morning, with his mind still un-
clouded, he flung up his arms for breath, and
signed Pat to lift him up ; and while Pat, who
perhaps never before felt the need of prayer,
whispered to him, " Pray, John, pray! " his soul
took flight. What a surprise heaven wiU be
to him ! was my first thought that morning
after leaving the clean, quiet room, where he
lay with the lovely cross of flowers beside him)
sent by the friendly florist. He never in all
his life saw the country. " Sweet fields across
the swelling flood, all dressed in living green,
"
never will more surprised or gladder eyes than
John's rest upon your beauty.
We held a memorial service in the little
room from which John's spirit went upward to
the mansion prepared for him. In this sacred
time, when all hearts were hushed by death's
appearing, those who became friends in minis-
tering to him met to talk of the land whither
he had gone, and of the lessons taught by his
patient life, and to show the lonely mother that
they would not forget her.
And so the waves of influence from that
humble room will go on and on, God only
knows how far, into eternity. The washerwo-
man's development is perhaps the largest wave.
We had been getting the mother ready for
the funeral. One of the " rich folks, " of
whom a black dress was asked, had sent one
trimmed with crape, another thing which
touched her heait in just the inexplicable way
the wild duck had. Four servant girls in the
house of another lady who was interested in
John, put their money together and bought a
black shawl and gloves. Another lady sent a
bonnet.
At last all was ready, and I asked my friend
Mrs. Washerowman, " What are you doing to
get yourself ready for the funeral?" for I had
never seen her except hovering over the wasli-
tub in the shabbiest of gowns.
" Why, I can't go, " she said. " But she'll
expect it, you've known the mother so long, "
I said.
" I know ; but I can't go. I've lent out my
coat to Maggie to wear, and let somebody else
have my shoes.
"
Nothing so emphasizes the pathos of poverty
as this lending about of variovis articles of
clothing so that a few can be made decent to
perform the last services for their dead.
"Why, Mrs. C," I said, "you're always
giving to others and never loook out for your-
self."
" Oh, yes, " and she laughed, " My husband
used to say I'd give myself away some day.
"
Then it seemed as if the Holy Spirit, through
my lips, spoke very gently, " When you do
give yourself away, you know to whom you
will give yourself, do you not ? "
Her great eyes, with a new trust beaming in
them that had been growing there of late,
filled with glad tears as she answered, " I do
know, and I give myself to-day. "
Since then she has served Him loyally.
Her great trouble while deciding had been,
" I haven't time to be a Christian. How can
I be a Christian when I'm always in the suds
when I ain't at the ironing ? " and there was a
certain solemn truth in it, which it was hard to
look into her honest eyes and answer. It does
take time to be a Christian. Witness every
one who struggles on toward true Christian
development.
But we've studied it all over together, and she
sees now that Christ was not a rich man, who
came to save the rich, but a poor man, a work-
ingman, who specially loves the poor. And
we think He must understand liow it all is with
the hurried poor. She explains to Him that
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she can not sit down and read the Blessed
AVord, and meditate as rich folks do, nor spend
many moments on her knees in prayer
—
poor
tired knees more iised to scrubbing than to
prayer—but she can glance up at John's scrip-
ture roll, which hangs on her wall now, above the
washtubs, and then can lift her thought to the
Great Teacher, as she stands at her ironing
board, and she can ask Him to show her the
meaning of the verse. And we know He
accepts and understands the poor folks' way of
worship and of prayer.
Edith E. Metcalf.
NICCOLO'S STORY.
Have I ever seen the great Maestro? Years
and years ago in Florence the Maestro and his
statue. What statue ? The statue. There is
only one statue of his for me, since those days
when I lived a lifetime watching it by day and
by night—the Giauu. You have never seen
it ? Then go to Florence when you can,
Francesco, kneel before it and thank God.
Mj' fathei' then, it was twenty years ago,
was one of the Signiory while I— I had not
lived in Florence but in Chezzo with my grand-
mother. When I was thirteen years old, my
father brought me home. <^ne day as I
walked with my father, I saw, in the court-
yard b}' the church Santa Maria del Fiore, a
dazzling rock of marble, huge, uncut, shape-
less.
•' What is that, my father ? '"
" Mai'ble from Carrara. It belongs to our
wool weaver's guild. "
• And why does not some artist cut out of it
a statue for our church of Santa Maria '.' "
" Niccolo, " said my father, " there is no
artist great enough to hew that block into a
statue. For years and years it has lain there,
beyond the memory of man. "'
Well, every day after that, I passed the
block, always white, cold, sliapeless, mysteri-
ous, and I wondered what artist would be found
to set free the immortal being imprisoned
within it.
Did the artist come, little Francesco, and
what was his name ? You shall hear. Not
Andrea Sansovino, who worked on the Holy
House of Lonto, nor the divine Leonardo,
though both of them wished to try. In July
I left the city for a visit in Chezzo. When I
returned and once more walked by the familiar
courtyard of the workshop, the marble pile
had vanished !
" Father, " said I, " the artist has been
found !
"
" Yes, and in our midst. Young Michel
Angelo Buonarroti, whom Prince Lorenzo has
had in his gardens. "
This was the summer when Caesar Borgia
left Florence to march against the Prombino
territory. Strange as it may seem, I had never
seen the young sculptor. He was reserved,
retired, gloomy, volcanic, so they said. I
longed to know him. I was seized with a
boundless reverence for the man.
My father took me to see his Madonna, a
bas-relief in the Buonarroti palace, and his
Hercules, struggling with the Centaurs, The
last, how full of the old, inimitable Greek life !
and he—a boy of seventeen. There was a
something in these pieces that charmed me,
that enchanted me.
At our table one day, I heard an artist,
Perugino, tell of his Angel with the Candel-
abrum, in the Dominican church at Bologna,
of its surpassing beauty. I dreamed of it at
night.
But the marble block, Francesco. He was
given two years to work upon it, and six gold
florins a month, In September he began his
work, I knew him then. Pietro Perugino
took me to his studio once and showed him a
little clay image I had made of a Dancing
Faun. He looked at me with those deep eyes
and said :
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" Art, my friend, is a most exacting-
mistress. " Surely he, if ever man was, was
wedded to art. No wife, no mistress, only his
work, and his family pride, the only human
passion he seemed to have. Many is the time
I have watched him on the street, as he strode
along, seeing nobodj', with that grand ab-
stracted air of his.
Two years, alone, unaided, Michel Angelo
worked on his statue. He slept oftentimes in
his clothes, that he might be ready to spring-
up at the earliest light, and resume his task.
He had a little wax model to guide him, and
that was all. In February, 1503, he showed
to the consuls of the guild what he had done.
They were enraptured. They promised hiin
400 gold florins, and urged him onward to its
speedy comf)letion. The world, remember, did
not know his subject. It was kept a secret.
For hours together I pondered the statue, and
imagined in my mind, colossal Madonnas, a
titanic Heicules, nymphs, gods and goddesses.
My father would not tell me what he had seen
but bade me wait.
There was one more year to wait and then it
was done. On a May evening in his atelier
the statue was unveiled. You'd have thouaht
it a coronation, the city was so excited, I not
least among them all. Each Florentine, I
thought, hastened to see the sight. The boards
that hid and guarded it in front were taken
away. The cloth that concealed the figure was
removed. It burst upon our vision. That
great head with the thickly clustering locks,
the fierce, tense eagerness of brow and lip, the
godlike limbs I It was a giant with a newly
awakened soul. It was David. In one hand
a sling, and the other held across his chest, as
if holding- the fatal pebbles. Dead silence,
then—thunderous clapping. Michel Angelo
stood quiet with folded arms, he was re-
warded.
When did I watch it by day and night, as I
said at the beginning ? That was afterwards.
Francesco, when it was moved to its place.
But first there was a discussion as to where
that place should be. Sculpture, Francesco,
was the very life and soul to us Florentines.
The location of that statue was as important as
the site of a new Rome, or the boundaries of a
new Italy. In the deliberation, my father,
Messer Francesco, the first herald of the
Signiory, spoke first. One was for putting the
statue under the arch of Loggia der Lanzi,
where DonateUo's Judith was. Another would
put it in place of DonateUo's David before the
government palace, where the lustrous bluish
light would fall upon it. One would have it
by the Santa Maria, another in the interior of
the palace. The goldsmith Salvestro spoke,
and thought that Michel Angelo himself
should decide. Leonardo da Venci and Pietro
Perugino were there.
Oh ! many the discussions I heard at home,
and eai-nest and excited the men became. You
know where it went, before the entrance of the
great gloomy palace.
I haunted the statue from that time on,
Francesco. It weighed 18,000 pounds. Cronaca
di\dded the scaffolding on which it was hung.
It was hung by ropes. On the fourteenth of
May, about Ave Maria time, the statue was
drawn out. The wall of the attic was broken
to let it pass. I was then, of course, a silent,
breathless spectator, my eyes alternately on the
great marble David, and on its creator, who,
from that hour, was in ray mind, a hero.
Slowly it was drawn along- the street on four-
teen oiled beams, by strongly twisted pulleys.
Night fell. The statue stood still. The stars
came out. The streets became deserted. Michel
Angelo paced up and down before his giant. I
sat crouched on the steps, of a neighboring-
house, The chimes pealed twelve o'clock. The
sculptor went home. I -ft'as left alone with the
towering, immortal marble youth, so mighty,
so helpless, I vjotdd not leave him.
I must have fallen asleep, Francesca, for in
the gray of morning I saw the sculptor again,
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and others gravely examining the statue. It
had been marred by stones. Was it the fac-
tion of da Vinci, of Perugino ? The question
was never answered.
Thereafter a watch was set upon the statue at
night. I, Francesco, a boy, infatuated, watched
with them, with those grim, armed men, till the
stars grew pale in the blue, and morning sim-
beams, struck the head of the giant boy. He has
seemed to me, since, symbolic of his maker,
as he was then, perhaps as he was when he
died. A man of mpre than human size, great,
fierce, moody, unsati-sfied, restless, masterful.
All that is in the David, Francesco, for
Michel Angelo in his treatment is subjective,
is unconventional.
On the eighteenth of May, at dawn the
statue arrived at the gates of the palace.
There it has stood ever since, there it will
stand, Francesco, the good genius of Florence,
unless some scourge of God, more cruel far
than a Borgia or a Medici swoop down upon
the city.
Florence Wilkinson.
ALONG THE MEXICAN BORDER.
AH! TELL ME WHAT IS HAPPINESS.
Ah ! tell me what is happiness.^
I stood upon a little hill
;
The wind blew through my hair until
It streamed out like the meadow grass.
I tossed my head.—Above did pass.
Athwart the blue, a wind-swept cloud
—
I tossed my head. I laughed aloud.
Ah ! tell nie what is happiness.''
1 stood upon a little hill
;
The wind blew with a bitter chill
Across my face and through mv hair,
That shivered with the Everywhere.
I drooped my head—thei e was no sky
—
I drooped my head: "Alas!" said I.
Ah I tell me what is happiness .''
Florence Converse.
Chicago Baptist University will open with
BO less than half a million volumes in its li-
brary.
In the southern part of Texas, along the line
of the Rio Grande, lies a wild and desolate,
almost a desert region. For miles and miles
stretch away the low hills and barren plains,
covered with their vegetation of sage-brush and
thorny cactus, hot almost beyond endurance,
all through the day, when the pitiless glare of
the sun is reflected from the heated sand, and
monotonous enough at the best of times.
Nearer the river the mesquite and chapparal
form a dense jungle, more intere.sting as well
as more dangerous, than the weary plains.
Throughout this region, long a debatable land
between Texas and Mexico, one meets the
worst elements of both races. Small love is
lost between the Mexican peon and the Texas
ranchero. Nominally, theve is peace between
the two countries, but on the border the "good
old rule and simple plan" still holds sway and
dark tales are told of treacherous murder and
swift revenge, of unprovoked outrage and
bloody reprisal. The Mexican of the border
makes up in craft and perfidy wliat he lacks in
courage and strength, so the contest is not so
unequal as it might seem. Which race is the
more cruel it would be hard to say.
Some years ago, when human life was held
in even less value along the border than now,
a Mexican, half-guide, half-servant, mur-
dered one of a party he was accomnanying
through this region. Theie was really nothing
noteworthy about the tragedy, it was a common
affair enough. The victim was a young man.
unused to the plains, who had formed (juite a
friendship with the guide, and had incautious-
ly allowed it to be known that he carried a
large sum of money. One night the party
were encamped in a dry ravine not far from
the livei'. It was remembered afterward that
young H had jestingly complained of the
situation of the camp. " The way in which the
one great limb of that live-oak appears and dis-
appears in the firelight is positively uncanny."
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•he declared. "It looks like a phantom gallows."
The next morning he was found stabbed to the
heart, his belt torn from his body, and the
Mexican, Maniielo, had disappeared. To try
to find him was a hoi^eless task. He might
have crossed the river ; he might still be in
Texas. Either country would be a large region
to search through, and he doubtless knew well
how to cover his tracks. So they buried the
dead man at the foot of the lonely live-oak, and
rode on, vowing vengeance if the chance should
ever come.
There, under ordinary circumstances, the
matter would have dropped. The excei^tional
circumstance in this case was the character of
the murdered man's brother. Col. H was
and is, a prosperous lawyer in a thriving Texas
city, an upright, honorable man, generally re-
spected, and not at all the sort of a person
whom a casual acquaintance would suspect of
taking up a blood feud. But—he was unmar-
ried, and his brother was the only near relative
the war had left him. Within twenty-four
hours after the news had reached him, he had
arranged his business for an absence of indefi-
nite length, and taking no one into his confi-
dence, set out, single-handed, to find and pun-
ish his brother's slayer. It was a wild chase
he had started on. The chances were a hun-
dred to one that he might hunt for years with-
out finding the man he sought. Had the Mex-
ican betaken himself to his own country at
. once, he might have laughed at danger from
pursuit. But probably it really did not occur
to him that there coidd be any danger from
that source ;—and San Antonio was temptingly
near. There were dark-eyed maidens there
who would look kindly on him when once they
saw the glitter of his gold, and there were
merry fandangoes and merrier bull fights.
Madre de dios I it would be a fine jest to
squander the cursed Americano's gold under
the very shadow of those walls which his hated
race had converted from a memorial of utter
defeat to a monument of victory. Besides, he
had much gold : he could enjoy the pleasures of
San Antonio for a week, two weeks, a month,
perhaps, and then go back to his native village
and live at ea^e for the rest of his life. And
so Manuelo rode northward to San Antonio
—
and to his fate.
How Col. H discovered that the Mexi-
can was in San Antonio, and how Manuelo
learned that search was being made for him,
matters little. Both events came to pass, and
Manuelo, turning pale beneath his dusky skin,
with a sinking presentiment of evil weighing
down his heart, mounted and fied southward in
hot haste, over disused trails and through
passes he hoped were seci-et. But Col. H
had not ridden and fought through four hard
years with Terry's Rangers for nothing. No
one could follow a blind trail, find the best
path through an unknown country, or econo-
mize his own and his horse's strength better
than he, and with the persistency, and, nearly
the accuracy of a sleuth hound, he followed the
terrified fugitive. The Rio Grande was the
goal of the race. Both knew that crossing
that would mean safety to the pursued, death
to the pursuer. The Mexican was riding for
life, but more than love of life urged on the
Texan. Three days the pursuit lasted, and on
the fourth, before they caught the first
glimpse of the broad, muddy waters, the colo-
nel had overtaken Manuelo, had, without shot
or struggle, utterly terrorized, disarmed and
bound him, and now was carrying him back
whither ? Manuelo could not guess, for in-
stead of striking northward, his captor was
keeping along the line of the river.
Any hope of escape Manuelo may have cher-
ished soon died out. All day he rode, tied to
his horse, knowing that behin d him the colo
nel's eyes hardly stirred from him, and the
colonel's hand was always on his revolver ; and
at nis'ht when the horses were tethered, and
the camp-fire lighted—what happened then ?
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]Maiiuelo was bound, helpless, at the Ameri-
can's mercy, and one wonld not willingly be-
lieve the ghastly whispers of how those eve-
ning hours were spent. But though their ride
had been long and liard, was ncft the Mexican,
on this glowing Friday evening, worn and hag-
gard with something more than fatigue ? Did
he not glance at the sinking sun with more
terror than relief at the swift oncoming of
night ? Was the hunted, tortured look in his
eyes caused only by the suspense he suffered?
They rode long that day; the snn had set
and the stars were out before they paused.
When at last they drew rein in a lonely ravine,
and in obedience to his captor's brief command
Manuelo disuioiuited, he fell to tlie gronnd, too
spent to do move than watch in a half-stupor,
while the other made his brief preparations. It
was not until the colonel suddenly turned to-
ward him with a new look of fierce determin-
ation, and the firelight, flitikering upward at
the same moment, threw into bold relief the
single limb of the lonely live-oak above his
head, that the Mexican suddenly recognized
the spot, and knew why he had been brought
there, and flung himself ui)on his knees in a
M'ild appeal for mercy.
•' Senor, senor, por amor de dios : not here.
not here. Anywhere but here ! Oh, senor,
spai'e me ; I will do anything, anything I Oh,
senor, for the love of the holy Virgin—
"
A blow from the colonel's jjistol butt
stunned him. When he regained conscious-
ness, he was lying, bound hand and foot, beside
the camp-fire. On the other side sat the colo-
nel, and there was that in his face which made
the Mexican's heart sink within him, and the
entreaties he would have poured forth, died un-
uttered on his lips. Thei-e was no sound but
the night wind stirring among the leaves, and
waving the long Spanish nio.ss—Manuelo no-
ticed with a shudder how much like a shroud
it looked—into fantastic shapes, and the oecas-
iimal howl of a cayote from the chapijaral near
by, to break the silence of that long watch,
while the colonel sat gazing into the fire, and
his captive lay watching, with a terrified fasci-
nation, his pitiless, impenetrable face. The fire
had sunk low, and the brilliant, southern con-
stellations had swung far around their circles,
when the colonel arose, and going to where his
horse, still saddled and bridled, was tethered,
began to unwind a coil of rope that hung from
his saddlebow.
« m * * -» *
Tlie moon rose late that night. It was an
old moon, and at first its feeble rays could do
little more than shed a faint lustre over the
rippling waters of the Eio Grande. Then,
gathering strength, they began to penetrate
the jungle, and to spread an uncertain radi-
ance through its dark fastnesses. They peered
into the lonely ravine and darted a silver ar-
row upon the deserted grave. They played
with the dark pendants of moss, hanging from
the live-oak, and then started back, affrighted,
from the long swaying shadow that wavered to
and fro, and nodded and bowed, keeping up a
ghastly dance with the shades of moss and
leaves. And far away, they slione upon a
horseman riding fast, fast toward the north, in
his heart the stern joy of an accomplished pur-
pose, but with the recollection of the dread
burden the live-oak bore that night urging him
ever onward.
At the opening of Leland Stanford Jr., Un-




The United States is erecting a *100,000
gymnasium at West Point.^
—
E.r.
A large luunber of graduates and former
students spent all or part of the hoUdays in
Olierlin. The Messiah concerts were especially
attractive. Among the visitors was Miss Helen




Kev. Charles Cuthbert Hall, D. D., will have
charge of the services on the Day of Prayer.
Rev. S. S. Matthews of the New Western
Ediication Commission will preach in the chapel
on Sunday, Jan. 31.
On last Tuesday evening, Jan. 12, Prof.
Lyon gave his second lecture on Assyriology.
His subject was the political and social rela-
tions which existed in Western Asia in the 15th
century, B. C. Prof. Lyon read translations
of many interesting manuscripts, and gave us a
good idea of the original state of these author-
ities in the stereoptieon views which foliowed.
On Wednesday January 13, Wellesley ex-
perienced another of those rai'e treats, so many
of which it has been her privilege to have
during the year. Through the kindness of
Major Pond, Mr. F. Hopkinson Smith and
Mr. Thomas Nelson Page, came to the College
and gave a reading in the chapel at twelve
o'clock. Major Pond accompanied them, mak-
ing this his first visit to Wellesley, to which he
has been so kind in spite' of his never having
seen it. Mr. Page read first, his story of
'' P'laski." Every one was delighted with his
charming manner, pleasant voice, and ability
for rendering so delightfully the dialect of
Southern negroes. The bright humor of the
story itself was all the better enjoyed for the
pathetic story which Mr. Page told in introduc-
tion, of a young cousin of his who had once
been a Wellesley girl, but who died soon after
her attendance here. Mr. Smith then read a.
chapter from his " Colonel Carter of Carters-
viUe," the chapter which gave the sad story of
" Miss Nancy's " youth. Mr. Smith's manner
of reading was especially adapted to the pathetic
parts of the tale which he brought out admir-
ably. The cheers which the girls gave our
guests as they left the chapel, could express but
in a small degree the lasting pleasure which
the reading gave and will continue to give.
A merry party of about forty-five started
last Thursday afternoon to attend the long-
talked of Harvard-Yale debate. Miss Stratton
accompanied the party as ehaperone. At
Newton they were met and conducted to two
horse cars which took them directly to Cam-
bridge. They reached there shortly after six
o'clock and were taken at once to Matthews
Hall, where a delightful reception was given by
the Harvard Union. The receiving party
were Mr. Perkins. President of the Har-
vard Union, Prof, and Mrs. Hart, Prof,
and Mrs. Fiske, Prof. Palmer and Miss
Bertha Palmer, Wellesley, '91, and Mrs.
Aoassiz. Refreshments were served and a
delightful time was spent in the beautiful ,
rooms which were thrown open for the occasion.
The debate took place in Sanders' Theatre at
eight o'clock. The question for debate was,
" Resolved, That a young man casting his first
ballot in 1892 should vote for the nominees of
the Democratic party." The speakers weie, in
the affirmative, Mr. Upton, Mr. Thomas and
Mr. Aiken of Yale : on the negative, Mr.
Costegan, Mr. Surbridge and Mr. Stone of
Harvard. The question was strongly debated
on both sides, but it is acknowledged that
Harvard came out ahead, her speakers having
more fire and energy. Some disappointment
is expressed that the debaters all delivered
memorized orations rather than talks, which
requiring just as much preparation, give more
force in a debate than does a memorized
speech. But the debate was a success and it
is to be hoped that this is only the initiative
of a series to take place in the future. All
who attended the debate from Wellesley agree
that a delightful evening, was spent in enjoying
the charming hospitality of the Union, and
debate itself.
More and more Wellesley is taking on the
University character. To our Art- Schcjol and
Music School is now added a Bicycle School,
which bids fair to contribute to our health and
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fun as efficiently as its more dignified prede-
cessors to our aesthetic culture. The Bicycle
School is in charge of Dominick Ducket, ac-
credited agent for the Columbia bicycles and
these many years the loyal servitor and friend
of Wellesley.
President Shafer has been kept from being
with us, at the opening of this term, by the ill-
ness of her sister.
Miss Lurena Webster, '91, spent last Sun-
day at the College.
Miss Dessie Burr, '95, owing to illness in
her family, will remain at College, only until
the close of the examinations.
The Seniors held a Vesper Service in the
Chapel, last Sunday evening, at half-past




Qiiartette. "Break Thou the Bread of Life."
MISSES FROST, PULLEN, MCALARNEY,
AND DRANSFIELD.
Hymn. " O Paradise."
Solo. " If I Were a Voice."
Miss CARRIER.
Hymn. "We may not climb the Heavenly
Steeps."
Quartette. " My Jesus as Thou Wilt."
MISSES FROST, PULLEN, MCALARNEY,
AND DRANSFIELD.
Solo. " The Good Shepherd."
Miss FROST.
add college notes
Miss Mabel Curtis, '90, spent part of last
week at the college.
Miss Maud Ware, formerly of '92, has come
back to rank with '93.
Miss Bertha Straight last year a musical,
'95, has returned to join the same class.
Great disappointment was felt because it was
impossible for a sufficient number of tickets to
be secured for the Patti concert. They were
on tlie whole, very few girls who were for-
tunate enough td secure tickets. A number of
complimentary tickets were sent out to the
Faculty for the reading given by Mr. Smith
and Mr. Page on the same evening. Some of
these were given over to the girls, a number of
whom availed themselves of the privilege thus
given to them.
Rev. C. W. Holden of New Bedford, Mass.,
preached in the chapel on last Sunday morning.
His text is found in John 111:30, "He must
increase and I must decrease. "
The regular programme meeting of the
Agora was held last Saturday evening in the
History Library in the Art Building.
The first concert of the winter season was
given Monday, January 18, in the Chapel. The
artists were ; Miss Emma T. Howe, soprano
;
Mr. Wilhelm Heinrich, tenor ; Mr. Heinrich
Schuecker, harpist of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra : Dr. Kelterborn, accomjianist. The
programme, every number of which, was
charmingly rendered, was as follows.
Hayden. Duet. " Ye gav and painted Fair."
" Seasons."
t:, n , I-,, ( a. "Maid with flaxen hair."E. Paladilhe
-
, ,, ^ , .. i u "
I
l). " O dearest babe.
I. Padereswki. " Treues Rosslein."
Godefroid. Ronianza for Harp.
Beethoven. " x-ldelaide."




Schumann. Duets, a. Unterm Fenster.
l>. Wiegenlied.
<r. Tanzlied.
Dr. Arne. Polly Willis.
E. Schuecker. ^Inzurka for Harp.
Franz. " Thou that art so pure and bright."
Schubert. .Serenade,
Schumann. " E r ists."
l-5rahms. Duet. " Thus will we wander."
The voices of Miss Howe and Mr. Heinrich
blend so beautifully that the duet parts were
especially delightful. Miss Howe was in per-
fect voice, and sang even more pleasing than
usual. Her rendering of '"Polly Willis'" was
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particularly brilliant. The English and Ger-
man songs sung by Mr. Heinrich elicited
much applause, applause due to the purity and
beauty of his style, no le.ss than to the quality
of his fine tenor voice. But the harp selections
were most popular with the most enthusiastic
audience, and the three encoi es, graciously fur-
nished by the young musician, were mch en-
joyed. The concert was delightful in every
way, and many speak of it as the finest of the
year.
EXCHANGES.
The Yale L Iterary Magazi?ie calls 'Attention
to the disuse into which college custom» are
gradually falling, because of increase in the
size of the University, and the publicity given to
college matters by the papers. It asks the atten-
tion of uuilergraduates to Yale customs, upon
the preservation of which depends much of the
subtle charm of college life. Ooethe's Influ-
ence, on Politics is discussed in the same pub-
lication, and the rise of the Germans to the po-
sition of power they now occupy is shown to be,
in some measure, due to his literary work,
where men saw their fellows reflected, and
where they learred to recognize in them,
brothers and fellow countrymen. An article
On Some Uses offorgotten Literature makes
a plea for the dusty, dull books on the top
shelf, and tells us " he does not deserve the hon-
orable title of lover of reading, who cannot sit
down with a comfortable pleasure to one of
those big, stupid books," which may after all,
develop a quaint fascination. An account of
the Harvard and Yale Unions, and a word of
encouragement to societies which would not
have a man " write like an angel and tallv like
Poor Poll" is given in the Notuhilia.
The Harvard Monthly notes the small num-
ber of men entering the ministry, and tlie
Dean of the Divinity School, Mr. Everett,
calls the attention of earnest and able students
to the needs of the calling, as well as the in-
ducements it holds out. The prevalent doubt
and unbelief demands strong men in the
pulpit, and the fact that it is a time of transi-
tion in the Church itself, offers to the hum-
blest clergyman the possibility of shaping the
religious thought of the coming times. The
Apologist contrasts the two schools of thinkers
represented by M. Bourget and M. Brunetiere,
one proclaiming the heroism of honesty, the
other the saeredness of faith, and finds that
the passion of unrest, which possesses the two
alike, has touched a group In America, the mem-
bers of which write dark tales and think gray
thoughts. That a man whose nature looks
fearless and real should seek apologies for not
being what his ancestors were, may indicate
fondness for sensation, or jjossibly an appreci-
ation of good literary capital—but it certainly
indicates a flaw somewhere. Let us follow our
own nature and interest, even if it leads us to
detail and analysis rather than to sensation and
mystery. Let us not long for illusions which
are gone, but earnestly and unaffectedly scan
the realities which are here. Unrepentant, a
a dramatic monologue, written in telling Eng-
lish, holds up the salvation of the individual
soul as the one supreme object of life, and sacri-
fices society and convention, althoixgh "the
worl(| is always right, after its fashion," with-
out a murmur, and with the conviction that the
prize of life is vvon. Moriturno gives a pic-
ture of death by drov* ning, drawn with strength
and realism, leaving one with the thought that
a light has gone out.
We acknowledge the first number of the
Seminary liecord, published by students of
Lake Erie Seminary, Painesville, Ohio.
PHILOSOPHY.
"Does heat expand.^ " the teacher asked,
"If so, example site."
"The days are long in.summer."




A domestic was walking along the corridor
talking to one of her friends. Two students in
their room heard her and one observed
:
•' What a beautiful French accent G.
—
has. "
"Why," returned her friend, "I thought it
was Irish."
An upper-class girl was lamenting ovei' the
great number and ditticulty of her examina-
tions, for, in spite of their general wisdom
these learned ladies occasionally give way to
such weaknesses. An innocent first-year
Special sympathized deeply. " Oh yes, " she
said, " isn't it too bad that they all come in
one day ! "
Instructor in Chemintry. " If you wish to
reduce one litre of hydrogen to five hundred
cubic centimetres in what way would you alter
the pressure ? "
Freshman. " You would raise the atmos-
phere. " But the instructor did nothing of the
sort-; she was the instrument by means of
which the atmosphere became so thick that she
coiddn't have raised it if she had used her
utmost endeavors.
In a small Southern town one of the rich
men of the place had become possessed of a
desii-e to own that four-wheeled luxury named
in honor of the Queen of Britain. His wishes
were realized, but an accident soon happened
to the beloved object : a few days after it
arrived the colored coachman informed one of
the neighbors that " Marse Gawge wus
mon'sus mad at dem ousti-efferous boys what
done gone 'nshot holes in he new Henriettah. "
A Wellesley girl, at home for the Christmas
holidays, went to a very select party, and as
was natural at such a time, wore her very
best gown, a dainty affair of delicate silk and
lace. Her escort said to her
;
'' I've heard that the Wellesley girls wear a
uniform : is it the costume you are now
wearing ? "
It was prayermeeting time and like all good
deacons he went toward the church, and when
he reached it sat still in dignified wise until
he felt moved to speak ; he rose to his feet, say-
ing.
" There is one thing in the story of creation
that I never could understand. It has always
been a puzzle to me how Adam knew so much
about all the beasts that he could give them
names right off .
"'
And not more than one soul in the congrega-
tion smiled or thought it odd that the good
deacon had felt doubtful.
AULD ACQUAINTANCE.
A social meeting of the Chicago Wellesley
Club was held Thursday, December 31, at the
home of Miss Mary Howe, '88. The attend-
ance was good and many subjects of interest
were discussed.
Miss Mary L. Tolford, '82, will sail on the
Fulda, Feb. Gth, for a five months' trip, in
which she expects to visit France, Italy, Greece,
Egypt and Palestine, returning via England
and Scotland.
Miss Elizabeth Morse, who graduated from
the Art School last June, is teaching at St.
John's school, Tarrytown, N. Y.
MARBIED.
Hale-Schwartz—In New York. Dec. 30th,
Miss Olive J. Hale, student at WeUesley,
'87-'88, to Everett Schwartz. At home after







Carriage Wraps, Opera Cloal(s.
Capes, Jacl(ets
Newmarl(ets,




A liberal discount allowed to Students and
Teachers.
"A Most Delicate Preparation."
Deviled Ham Salad.
Mix two teaspoonfuls of Cowdrey's
Deviled Ham with four tablespnonfuls
of cream sauce. Sprinkle one-half of a
teasponnful of salt over three eupfuls of
boiled potato cut into cubes, and add one
teaspoonful of minced parsley, one
teaspoonful of lemon-juice.
Stir in gently one-half of the cream
dressing and pour the balance over the
whole. Garnish the top with sliced
hard-boiled eggs and gherkins, and
sprigs of fresh parsley.
Mend Postage Stamps for "Tid Bit Receipts.'
E. T. -COWDBEY CO., Boston, Mass.
THE EUBEKA SILK CO'S
WASH 81LK8
Are imvivallcd in Artistic Coloring. Fennanency
of Dye and Fincnes,s of Finish, and are partic-





Is absolutely perfect—111E ONLY ONE
MADE adapted for all kinds of Chrocheting.
A// Silks manufachired by them are guaran-
teed in every respect.
To be had at retail at all the leading stores.
salesroom, mills,
40 Summer Street, Canton, Mass-
boston.
Their Spoor Silks are SUPERIOR to all
other makes. For sale at all the leading stores..



